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Abstract: Extracellular potentials elicited

by

subthreshold dipolar stimulation of cardiac muscle were

computed in a parallelepipedal bidomain model of
myocardium with rotational anisotropy. Epicardial
potential patterns elicited by activating rotating dipoles
at different depths correlated with the angle between

fibre direction and dipole axis. Thus, epicardial
potentials generated by dipolar sources located at

increasing ventricular depths may reveal intramural
fibre architecture. Model simulations for epicardial
dipoles were validated in exposed dog hearts by
independently energizing two orthogonal, concentric
dipoles and recording epicardial potentials produced by
each dipole. Rotation of the resultant epicardial dipole
was obtained by varying the relative strength of the
orthogonal components.

of activation in

cardiac muscle and the

associated current field are influenced by fibre direction and
rotation between epicardium and endocardium [1], [2], [3].

The aim of the present study is to simulate and measure
extracellular potentials generated by subliminal current
dipoles in the ventricular heart muscle in order to estimate
dependence of epicardial potential patterns on dipole-fibre
orientation. This relationship should permit detection of
intramural fibre direction from epicardial potentials. To
this end studies were performed in a 3-D bidomain model
anisotropic myocardiaum and in open chest dog hearts.

of

a dipolar source embedded in a parallelepipedal

region Ol representing a bidomain model t4l of
myocardium characterizedby rotational anisotropy. Region
Ol is insulated at the epicardium and in contact at the

endocardium with region {>2 representing intracavitary
blood characterized by uniform conductivity. The potential
a generated by diplar source / is solution of Poisson's

equation

in region C) = C)r + C)z subject to

Neumann

is

insulated,

boundary condition, i.e. the external surface

and

to

continuity

of

potential and current flux

endocardial surface between region f), and
mathematical model is described by [5]:

-Y'(DYu) = f
(DVu).n = 0
n

across

C)r. Thus
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ur=u2
(D 1Y u 1).

r = (DtY ur).

n2

I

rotation matrix, i.e.

(cos(0) -sin(O) 0)
1 =l sin(O) cos(0) 0

I o

o

I

t)

and Dr:diag(ot,ot,or), with ot, ot extracellular conductivity
across and along fibres respectively. Numerical solution for
the extracellular potential is obtained by means of finite
element methods. Myocardial region C), is represented by a

parallelepiped 50x50x15 mm in dimension, comprised of
stratified layers of parallel fibres whose direction rotates
counterclockwise 90o from epicardium to endocardium.

Blood region C>2 is a parallelepiped 50x50x5 mm in

EXPEzuMENTAL MODEL
Current pulses from dipolar sources parallel to the
epicardium were injected during th refractory period at the
epicardium and at various depths of the ventricular wall of
exposed dog hearts. Epicardial potentials were measured at
525 points aligned on a regular grid of electrodes spaced 2
mm. Source-sink poles were carried by two parallel,
intramural needles spaced 4 mm, wiht the epicardial dipole
oriented at known angles with fibre direction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Let/be

depth so that D t:AD/ 7, with

dimension with conductivity Dr:o.o|, where oo is of the
same order of magnitude of blood conductiviff and 1 is the
identity matrix.

INTRODUCTION
Propagation

Conductivity tensor D, accounts for anisotropy of planes
of parallel fibres which rotate by an angle 0 as function of

(continuity of potential)
(continuity of flux)

Simulated epicardial potentials generated

by

dipolar

sources at the epicardium gave rise to positive and negative
elliptical equipotential lines whose major axis is always

parallel to local fibre direction for any dipole-fibre
orientation. Dependence of potential pafferns on dipole-

fibre orientation was investigated by sequentially rotating a
dipole around its center. At the dipole centre, the angle
between zero equipotential line and dipole axis varied as an
S-shaped function of dipole orientation (Fig. l). The
straight line with slope one represents the same function for
a dipole in a homogeneous isotropic volume, where zero
equipotential line and dipole axis are always perpendicular.
The slope of the function reached maximum steepness when
dipole axis was parallel to fibres (cr:0o) and minimun value

it was orthogonal (cr:+90o). These are the only
dipole orientations at which potential patterns exhibit axial

when

symmetry and dipole axis is orthogonal to zero
line. The two curves intersect at these same

equipotential
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dipole orientations. The difference function between the Sshaped curve and the straigth line, displayed in the lower
part of Fig. l, indicates the degree of divergence from
orthogonality of the angle between zero equipotential line
and dipole axis, and correspondingly the degree of axial
asymmetry of potential patterns. The steepness of S-shaped
curve depends on the ratio of extracellular conductivity
along and across fibres: when this ratio is I (isotropic case)
the S-shaped curve turns into the straight line. Thus, the
direction of epicardial fibres at a given point was revealed
by the potential patterns elicited by a rotating current dipole
at the same point.

fibre direction as estimated at the epicardium is half of the
actual fibre rotation angle. This finding does not hold for
lower dipoles in the immediate vicinity of endocardium, due
to the effect of higher blood conductivity, while it holds true
for these same dipoles in the isolated model. If a different
fibre rotation law is implemented into the model, the
angular shift of the apparent fibre direction at the
epicardium is proportional to the rate of change of fibre

G90'

intramural fibre architecture. Further studies are required to
verifo this finding experimentally.
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rotation at each intramural level. This relationship has to be
investigated in new model studies.
Thus epicardial potentials generated by dipolar sources

located

at

increasing intramural depths may reveal
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Figure 2

Figure l.

cr. angle between dipole axis and fibre direction; p: angle
between zero equipotential line and fibre direction as shown in the inset of
the upper diagram with fibres parallel to x axis. At top: dipole-fibre
orientations which display axial simmetry of potential patterns. Lower
dragram: difference of the two curves in the upper diagram. Explanation
in the text.

In

to

validate this finding experimentally we
injected current pulses at the epicardium of exposed dog
order

hearts by sequentally energizing two orthogonal, concentric

dipoles and recording epicardial potentials produced by
each dipole. Rotation of the resultant dipole was simulated
by varying the relative strength of the orthogonal
Fibre directions were determined
components.
histologically. Dependence of potential patterns on dipolefibre orientation was also representd by an S-shaped curve.

Thus fibre direction at any epicardiai point can readily be
identified by plotting the S-shaped curve obtained by

superposittion

of

potentials

of two dipolar, othogonal

current injections at that point.

In

recent model studies we simulated epicardial
potentials generated by rotating intramural dipoles which
produced epicardial S-shaped curves that were shifted (Fig.
2), relative to those generated by epicardial dipoles, by an
angle that depended on the amount of fibre rotation from
epicardium to the level of the dipole. Results displayed in
Fig. 2 refer to 90o linear rotation of fibres between
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